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2. Introduction
The AstroFft2 system is a development on the older AstroFft1 system employed at Bristol University to 
process signals from the radio telescope antenna and amplifiers. The system processes the signals using 
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an FFT algorithm and then averages the resulting frequency spectra over time to bring out coherent 
signals from the overall noise level.

Whereas the older AstroFft1 system employed FPGAs to do the FFT processing and initial averaging, the 
power of modern day general purpose CPUs is such that it is now possible to perform this work in normal
software driven algorithms using the vector processing capabilities with the CPUs. Indeed it is now 
possible to improve on the performance on the older AstroFft1 system using this scheme.

3. Operation
The architecture of the AstroFft2 system is based on the older AstroFFT1 system and provides an 
identical network interface allowing the existing systems to function with it. It can also be operated in an 
updated protocol 2 mode providing extra functionality. The only difference with the Astrofft2 system is 
that the 50 MHz sampling frequency is not available. Instead 62.5 MHz is used.

In the updated protocol 2 mode the system can be configured to behave as a two channel, up to 50 MHz 
bandwidth and a from 1204 bin up to 32768 bin FFT spectrometer.

The system employs a 4 channel 16 bit ADC board that can sample the 4 channels simultaneously at up to
125 MSps. It is also possible to cascade the channels to interleave sample for an effectively higher sample
rate that might be useful in the future. For correct operation, at the sampling frequency used, the correct 
low pass anti-aliasing filters should be installed prior to the BNC ADC inputs. The system comes with in-
line BNC 21.4 MHz and 50 MHz low pass filters.

Each ADC input is via a BNC connector and supports a +-1.0V pk-pk signal into 50 Ohms impedance. It 
can also support a +-2.0V pk-pk and a +-5.0V pk-pk with appropriate setting.

The ADC can be clocked from an internally generated clock or an external 10 MHz differential clock 
source.

The system supports two separate polarisation channels simultaneously. The input signals can either be a 
single real (I) input analogue channel per polarisation stream or a set of two in quadrature (I/Q) analogue 
channels.

3.1. FFT Mode
The spectrometer can operate in one of the following modes on both channels.

FFT Mode: In this mode a single ADC samples a single I analogue data stream. The ADC samples are 
fed into the real inputs of a FFT. The FFT generates a set of complex frequency samples. A following 
integrator calculates the power of each FFT bin (I^2 + Q^2) and sums these bin powers into a integrating 
buffer. The useful first half of the resulting set of FFT powers can be further averaged and saved to a local
file and/or sent over the network to a controlling program.

QFFT Mode: In this mode two ADCs sample the two I/Q analogue data streams. The ADC samples are 
fed into the real and imaginary inputs of a FFT. A following integrator calculates the power of each FFT 
bin (I^2 + Q^2) and sums these bin powers into a integrating buffer. The resulting set of FFT powers can 
be further averaged and saved to a local file and/or sent over the network to a controlling program.

RFFT Mode: With the astrofft1 system this mode was provided to allow the production of 4096 
integrated FFT powers using a fixed FPGA implemented 4096 point FFT with a single I values signal 
source. For this to work 8192 real signal samples were fed into the FFT’s Complex inputs and the 
resulting FFT bins post processed to yield a full 4096 FFT power bins. As the new Astrofft2 system 
employs a software FFT that can have a programmed FFT bin size, this mode is no longer useful. The 
Astrofft2 system implements this mode using a standard real input FFT, but of a bin size double that 
requested to return the required set of useful FFT bin power values.
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Analogue Mode: In this mode two ADCs sample the both ADC I/Q input channels. The resulting time 
domain data can be saved to local files or sent over the network to a host. The software also calculates the 
RMS power and the number of ADC peak values of each data stream and stores/sends this. The system 
can only perform a single buffers analogue capture due to disk and network performance imitations.

3.2. ADC Sampling
Each of the four ADC inputs has a BNC connector and supports a +-1.0 Volts peak analogue input signal 
into 50 Ohms impedance.  It can also support a +-2.0V pk-pk and a +-5.0V pk-pk with appropriate 
setting.

For the ADC can sample all four channels simultaneously at either 125.0, 62.5, 31.25, 25.0, 15.625, 12.5, 
7.8125, 6.25, 3.90625 or 3.125 MHz with the appropriate frequency bandwidth. Note that the appropriate 
analogue anti aliasing filters should be used dependent of the sampling frequency used.

The clock source for the ADC can either be its internal clock generator or an external 10 MHz differential 
clock provided through its HDMI connector. Note that if switched to use this external clock when the 
clock is not present, the ADC will be locked up and a system power cycle will be needed to reset the 
board.

The ADC provides unsigned 16 bit samples that are converted to +-1.0 64bit floating point values for 
processing.

The ADC input channels are configured as follows:

ADC Channel Usage
1 Polarisation channel 1, Q input (used in quadrature mode)
2 Polarisation channel 1, I input
3 Polarisation channel 2, I input
4 Polarisation channel 2, Q input (used in quadrature mode)

This layout allows the ADC to sample just two I channels in fft and rfft modes or the four I/Q + I/Q 
channels in qftt mode without changing the physical connections to the system.

The HDMI connector on the ADC board can be used to input an external 10 MHz clock signal or obtain a 
10 MHz reference clock from the board. See the PCIE-1840 datasheet and manual for more details.

3.3. FFT Processing
The 64 bit floating point ADC samples are fed into a programmable software FFT. If operating in fft or 
rfft modes mode only the I samples are fed into the FFT’s real inputs. In qfft mode the I and Q ADC 
channels are fed into the FFT’s real and imaginary inputs for processing.

The system supports a configurable FFT size of 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384 or 32768 frequency bins.

All of the processing is performed using 64bit floating point maths.
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The resulting FFT Complex bin values are converted to power values (R^2 + I^2) and these are integrated
into a buffer a programmable number of times.

The resulting spectrum power values from each channel are further integrated and stored onto the systems
disk drive.

The spectrum power values can also be separately averaged and sent over the network to a controlling 
program.

There is a parameter, FftZero, that specifies how many of the FFT bins, starting from 0, to set to 0. This 
allows some FFT bins to be ignored such as bin 0 which contains the DC offset.

4. Scaling
The scaling of FFT bin values is dependent on the FftScale parameter. This is set by default in the 
astrofft.conf file but can be changed with the setFftScale API command.

The ADC’s produce samples in the range +-32767 for the full scale +-1.0 Volt peak input (or the 
AdcAmplitude setting used). The FFT’s resulting bin scaling is determined by the FFT size, the number 
of averaging cycles and the (I^2 + Q^2) power algorithm in use.

If FftScale is 0, then the FFT bins have there default mathematical scaling as given above. However if 
FftScale is set to a value other than 0, the FFT bins are scaled such that a full scale sine input of +-1.0 
Volt peak will result in an FFT bin value at that frequency of FftScale. If FftScale is 1.0 then a full scale 
sine input would result in an FFT bin magnitude of 1.0.

Whatever the FftScale value used, the final data packets provide an amplitude parameter that can be 
applied to the values to scale them relative to a +-1.0 full scale range for both analogue signal and FFT 
modes. If FftScale is set, this amplitude parameter will equal the FftScale value. If FftScale is 0, then this 
amplitude parameter will contain the internal mathematical scaling based on a +-1.0 Volt peak input 
signal.

5. Architecture
The system implements an astrofft processing daemon that performs all of the data capture, processing 
and data storage work. This daemon process is started at boot time and is controlled over a network 
connection. There is also the astrofft-gui program that provides a GUI for control and data viewing. A 
simple astrofft-cmd program provides command line control. There is also the astrofft-dataconv to 
convert the binary data files to ACII.

The Network API is documented allowing user programs to control and receive data from the system.
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The core FFT processing in the astrofft daemon is as follows (operation in real I sample modes):
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6. Astrofft Daemon Usage
The Astrofft processing daemon can be started and stooped using conventional Linux systemctl 
operations of “systemctl start astrofft” and “systemctl stop astrofft”.

It has a debug option flag “of -d <debug bit mask>”. Setting the debug options to say “-d 0x03” will 
provide a reasonable amount of debug info on stdout. The “-h” flag lists other possible options.

It will, by default, read the configuration file /etc/astrofft.conf to define its settings. These are:

DataDirectory: /data The directory where output data files will be stored.
RemoteHosts: beam.beamnet The remote host names or IP addresses that are allowed to connect.
Protocol: 1 The default protocol version
Simulate: 0 When set to 1 will simulate ADC inputs in software allowing tests 

without the actual ADC hardware.
FftZero: 0 Specifies how many of the FFT bins, starting from 0, to set to 0. This 

allows some FFT bins to be ignored such as bin 0 which contains the 
DC offset.

FftScale 0.0 Specifies the FFT bin scaling factor. Setting to 1.0 will result in FFT bin
magnitudes of 1.0 for full scale analogue sine inputs. See the Scaling 
section for more information.

AdcAmplitude 1.0 This sets the ADC input scaling setting.

1.0 is +-1V pk-pk

2.0 is +-2V pk-pk

5.0 is +-5V pk-pk

The Astrofft program is a multi-threaded process that will run using multiple CPU cores. Its main 
processing will be in three main threads: An ADC capture thread and two processing threads each 
implementing a polarisation channels FFT.

If run as root, then the program will lock the physical memory it is using and set its threads to run as real-
time tasks.

See the Astrofft protocol for more information on using this processing daemon.

7. Astrofft-gui usage
The Astrofft-gui program provides a simple GUI for control and data viewing. It can be started from the 
command line for from the desktop menu system.
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The program communicates with the Astrofft daemon over its network control and data ports. You can 
specify the hostname on the command line or connect using File menu. The default is to connect to the 
local host.

The program allows all of the Astrofft run parameters to be set up and then allows the user to start of a 
timed or continuous capture run. Please see the Astrofft protocol description for information on these 
parameters.

As well as the Astrofft parameters there are a few local settings:

• Calibration: Sets the Astrofft info flag to 1 to indicate calibration is in process. Data packets have 
this flag set.

• Display Integrate: The incoming packets are integrated before display.

The program will show averaged FFT power bin’s in the two graphs, scaled so a magnitude of 1.0 or 0 dB
is displayed with a +-1.0 Volts peak input sine voltage source.

The program supports the “-db” option that shows the FFT data in db’s relative to full scale ADC inputs.
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The Astrofft-gui program also supports the “-view” command line option. When the program is invoked 
with this it has no ability to control the Astrofft system but can show the configuration state and show the 
resulting data graphs. It can only show the data if the program controlling the Astrofft system has enabled 
data to be sent over the network.

8. Astrofft Protocol
The Astrofft process runs as a daemon on the Astrofft processing system. Client applications, either 
running locally or running on remote systems can connect to the Astrofft process and command it to 
perform processing runs. 

The client first sets up the various run parameters and then starts the processing run. The input analogue 
signals are processed and the resulting data is stored into data files on the systems hard disk. It is also 
possible for the data to be sent across the network connection to the client application. On completion a 
message is sent to the client application. 

8.1. AstroFFT Command and Data interfaces
The Astrofft process has a control interface accessible by means of a system socket named astrofft which 
has by default the number 41000 and a data interface by means of a system socket named astrofftdata 
which has the default number 41001. The dual socket interface allows a controlling process to control the 
FFT process and to sample the current data output for display to the user. The main FFT data will be 
stored into data and information files automatically in the data directory on the Astrofft server. The 
controlling process can run either on the Astrofft system or on a remote networked host.

The protocol used on the control interface is based on simple ASCII commands and result codes. This 
allows the system to be controlled via a simple telnet connection or a fully fledged GUI control 
application.

Each command consists of a case sensitive string consisting of a command keyword followed by 
arguments separated by spaces and terminated with a line feed character. Strings are enclosed within 
double quotes and spaces consist of a sequence of space or tab characters. 
Each command will yield a result in the following form: 

<integer status> <string status>

The currently defined return status values are: 
  

Status Number Status String Description
0 ok Command completed with no error

0 <Current state> Information on the current state of the system. Space separated list of
settings.

1 <error string> Some undefined error occurred
2 <error string> There was a command syntax error

Most of the commands can only be used while the system is in the stopped state. The exceptions to this 
are the run, pause, setinfo, getSate, getStateLines and getParam commands. The commands and protocol 
provided by this interface is as follows: 

  
Command Default Description

setProtocol <n> 1 New protocol 2 command. Sets the protocol to the old version 1 
or new version 2 type.
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setMode <mode string> qfft Sets the overall operational mode of the system. The modes are 
listed below.

setFftSize <fftsize> 4096 New protocol 2 command. This can set the FFT size to: 1024, 
2048, 4096, 8192, 16384 or 32768 bins.

setFftZero <0,1,2, ...> 0
Specifies how many of the FFT bins, starting from 0, to set to 0. 
This allows some FFT bins to be ignored such as bin 0 which 
contains the DC offset.

setFftScale <scale> 0.0
Sets the FFT bin scaling. If 0 no scaling is applied. Any other 
floating point value results in a scaling relative to full scale 
ADC inputs.

setSampleFrequency <freq> 0 Sets the sample frequency to use. The frequencies are listed 
below.

setClockMode <0,1> 0 Sets the clock mode to 0 - internal clock generator or 1 - external
clock generator.

setTitle <"string"> "" Sets the title to place in the runs information file.

setProject <"string"> "" Sets the project the data belongs to. This defines the directory 
within the data file system where the data files are stored.

setFileBaseName <"string"> "data"

Sets the base file name for data output. The given name will be 
extended with an underscore followed by a 4 digit number . The 
number will be automatically set to the next available file name 
in the data storage directory. The base file name is stored in the 
"fileBaseName" parameter. The parameter "fileName" contains 
the extended file name actually used.

setFileFormat <binary,ascii> binary Sets the file format for the output file. Either binary or ASCII 
formats are supported.

setSockFormat <binary,ascii> binary Sets the data format for the output data socket. Either binary or 
ASCII formats are supported.

setAverageNumber <number> 611

Sets the number of FFT results to average within the FFT 
process. The minimum values of this parameter is restricted for 
system performance limitations when saving to disk of sending 
across the network. The default value will be 611 which will 
provide an FFT result approximately once every 40 ms at 62.5 
MHz sampling rate.

setNumber <number> 1 Sets the total number of averaged FT results in the run.

setFileAverageNumber 
<average number> 0

Sets the number of FFT operations that are averaged within the 
software post processing to form a data file result output vector. 
0 disables this output.

setSockAverageNumber 
<number> 1

Sets the number of FFT operations that are averaged within the 
software post processing to form a socket data result output 
vector. 0 disables this output.

setMessages <1, 0> 0 Enables/Disables the sending of the messages on the data socket.
run <0,1> 0 Starts or stops the FFT process. 0 - stop, 1 - start.

pause <0,1> 0
Pauses the FFT process. 0 - run, 1 – pause. No data will be 
stored to the data files while paused, but network data packets 
are still sent.
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setInfo <number> 0

Sets the information number that is attached to each data record. 
This can be used to indicate that records are from a callibration 
source rather than a real data source or for other uses. This 
command can be used while the system is in the run state.

setPosition <type,pos1, pos2> 0,0.0,0.0

Sets the telescope position information fields that are attached to
each data record. This command can be used while the system is
in the run state. The Type field is an integer specifying the 
position type information. This is user definable, except that 0 
means no position information is present.
The pos1 and pos2 fields are floating point values.

getState Gets the current state of the FFT process. See the table following
for the format of this data.

getStateLines Gets the current state of the FFT process as a number of lines of 
name/value pairs.

getParam <"string
"> Gets the value of the named state parameter.

setState <parameters>

Sets the current state of the FFT process. The data format is the 
same as for the getState command. Note however that some of 
the parameters cannot be set (such as DataSize), these will be 
ignored.

The operational modes are:  
  

Mode String Description
fft Normal FFT processing.
qfft Quadrature sampled FFT processing.
rfft Real mode FFT (Double FFT size). For compatibility with Astrofft1 systems.
analogue Analogue channels 1 and 2

The frequency settings are:   
  

Frequency or Number Sampling Frequency clock
0 62.5 Mhz (Was 50 MHz in Astrofft1 system)
1 25 Mhz
2 12.5 Mhz
3 6.25 Mhz
4 3.125 Mhz
5 1.5625 Mhz
125000000 125.0000 MHz
62500000 62.5000 MHz
31250000 31.2500 MHz
25000000 25.0000 MHz
15625000 15.6250 MHz
12500000 12.50000 MHz
7812500 7.81250 MHz
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6250000 6.2500 MHz
3906250 3.90625 MHz
3125000 3.1250 MHz
1953125 1.953125 MHz
1562500 1.5625 MHz

The getState command returns the state of the astrofft process as a set of comma separated parameters in 
ASCII format. The parameters are in the following order when the protocol is in version 1 mode: 
  

  
Position Type Parameter Description
0 integer run Indicates it the FFT process is running.
1 integer pause Indicates if the FFT process is paused.
2 integer messages Indicates if messages sent over the data socket are enabled.
3 string mode Gives the current mode the system is running in.
4 integer clockMode The current clock mode either 0 or 1.
5 integer sampleFrequency The current clock frequency.

6 integer averageNummber Gives the number of FFT results that are averaged within the 
FPGA FFT process.

7 integer number Gives the total number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
post processed.

8 integer fileAverageNumber
Gives the number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
averaged in the software post processing stage before storing in 
the data file.

9 integer socketAverageNumber
Gives the number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
averaged in the software post processing stage before sending 
over the data socket.

10 string title Gives the title of the run.

11 string project Gives the current project name. Data files will be stored in a 
directory of this name.

12 string fileBaseName Gives the base file name.

13 string fileName
Gives the file name the data and information is stored into. This
will get set after the run has been started and is based upon the 
fileBaseName parameter.

14 string fileFormat Describes the data file format. Either binary or ascii.
15 string socketFormat Describes the data socket format. Either binary or ascii.
16 integer info Gives the state of the user settable info parameter.

17 integer posType
The telescope position type information. This field is an integer 
specifying the position type information. This is user definable, 
except that 0 means no position information is set.

18 float32 pos1 The telescope position1 parameter.
19 float32 pos2 The telescope position2 parameter.

In protocol version 2 mode the state is as follows:
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Position Type Parameter Description

0 integer protocol Indicates the protocol (2). Note if the first field is a 0 or 1 then 
this would be a Protocol version 1 state.

1 integer run Indicates it the FFT process is running.
2 integer pause Indicates if the FFT process is paused.
3 integer messages Indicates if messages sent over the data socket are enabled.
4 string mode Gives the current mode the system is running in.
5 integer clockMode The current clock mode either 0 or 1.
6 integer sampleFrequency The current clock frequency.

7 integer averageNummber Gives the number of FFT results that are averaged within the 
FPGA FFT process.

8 integer number Gives the total number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
post processed.

9 integer fileAverageNumber
Gives the number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
averaged in the software post processing stage before storing in 
the data file.

10 integer socketAverageNumber
Gives the number of averaged FFT result vectors that are 
averaged in the software post processing stage before sending 
over the data socket.

11 string title Gives the title of the run.

12 string project Gives the current project name. Data files will be stored in a 
directory of this name.

13 string fileBaseName Gives the base file name.

14 string fileName
Gives the file name the data and information is stored into. This
will get set after the run has been started and is based upon the 
fileBaseName parameter.

15 string fileFormat Describes the data file format. Either binary or ascii.
16 string socketFormat Describes the data socket format. Either binary or ascii.
17 integer info Gives the state of the user settable info parameter.

18 integer posType
The telescope position type information. This field is an integer 
specifying the position type information. This is user definable, 
except that 0 means no position information is set.

19 float32 pos1 The telescope position1 parameter.
20 float32 pos2 The telescope position2 parameter.
21 integer fftSize Gives the FFT size in operation
22 integer fftZero Gives the fftZero setting
23 float64 fftScale The overal scaling of the FFT bins relative to ADC full scale
24 float64 adcAmplitude The ADC scaling value for full scale. 1.0, 2.0 or 5.0 (Vpeak)

8.2. Data Socket Packets
The data socket interface is provided so that a controlling program can get status messages and samples of
the output data sent to it for controlling and visualisation purposes. It is also possible to bypass the local 
data storage mode of the Astrofft system and obtain all of the output data through this interface if 
required. The socket returns both data and messages from the output of the processing system in binary or
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ASCII form.

If the socket interface format has been set to ASCII, the format of the returned data will consist of lines of
comma separated floating point values as follows: 

<channel>,<subchan>,<error>,<info>,<clips>,<amplitude>,<status>,<posType>,<pos1>,<pos2>,0,
0,<data0>,<data1>,<data2>, ....

If the socket data format is binary then the output consists of 64byte header, followed by an array of 
double precision (8 byte) values. The data packet format is defined in the 'C' header file Astrofft.h. 
The header contains the following information in little endian format.   

Field Type Usage
length 32bit unsigned Total Number of bytes in the message including header

channel 32bit unsigned The channel the data is from (0, 1 or 2). Channel 0 is for messages and 
channels 1 and 2 are data for the two polarisation channels.

subchan 32bit unsigned The sub channel the data is from. This is normally set to 1. In analogue mode 
it is set to 1 or 2 to indicate the sample channel that the data is from (I or Q).

error 32bit unsigned The bit mask of error bits.
info 32bit unsigned User settable information field

clips 32bit unsigned The number of input samples that were clipped by the ATD conversion 
process.

status 32bit unsigned Status information. Used with message channel to indicate message type.
time_sec 32bit unsigned Time in seconds when data was sampled from Unix EPOC.
time_usec 32bit unsigned Time in micro seconds when data was sampled.

posType 32bit unsigned The type of position information carried in the next two fields. 0 means no 
position information any other value is user defined.

pos1 32bit floating A 32bit floating point value defining the telescopes pointing position. The 
actual meaning of this value is defined by the posType field.

pos2 32bit floating A 32bit floating point value defining the telescopes pointing position. The 
actual meaning of this value is defined by the posType field.

fftSize 32bit unsigned The current FFT size
dummy 32bit unsigned 32 bit integers, reserved for future use (pads header to an 64 byte boundary)

amplitude 64bit floating

This value indicates the amplitude of the input signal. This is used to 
determine the scaling of values. Dividing each value by this amplitude will 
result in analogue samples over the +-1.0 Volt peak range and FFT power 
bins up to a magnitude of 1.0 (for a sine at 1.0 Volts peak).

The channel value in both cases also indicates the type of data within the message. The channels of data 
output on this socket include: 

  
Type Value Data Following

0 Message channel, sends message strings such as "Run Complete"
1 Channel 1's Data array in binary or ASCII formats
2 Channel 2's Data array in binary or ASCII formats

The Error bit masks has the following bits:
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Error Bit Usage

0x01 ADC General Fault
0x02 ADC Data Collection buffer overflow
0x04 ADC Data Collection time out
0x08 ADC over range

Possible status numbers include:
  

Status Number Usage
0 No status info
1 Run complete
2 Warning
3 File write error
4 Error

Messages are only sent if the setMessages flag is set to 1. 

After the data packets 64 byte header there will be an array of 64bit floating point values. The number of 
these will depend on the fftSize and the mode. The packets length field can be used to determine how 
many of these values there are. If the fftSize is 4096 and the mode is "fft" then you will get 2048 values, 
the valid FFT bins. If the mode was "qfft" or "rfft" then you will get 4096 valid FFT bins.

8.3. Data File Format
On the start of each run three files are created in a data storage directory on the AstroFFT system. If the 
project field is not null a directory of the projects name is used for all of data files, otherwise the files are 
stored in the root of the data storage directory. One of these files stores information on the processing run 
while the others store the actual data for each channel.

The base name of these files will be as given by the setFileName command. Each files name will have an 
underscore followed by a 4 digit numeric extension appended. This number is obtained from the file .data
which is stored in the data directory. The number in the .data file is incremented on each run. 
In addition to the numeric extension the additional extension _1.dat _2.dat or .inf appended for the data 
and information files respectively. 

The information file is in an ASCII text format with a format consisting of lines of text. Each line has a 
parameter name with terminating colon, followed by the settings for that parameter. The following is an 
example information file: 

Title:         None 
Project:       proj1 
FileName:      data_0001 
FileFormat:    binary 
Mode:          qfft
FftSize:       4096
ClockMode:     0 
ClockFrequency:0 
Number:        10 
AverageNumber: 610 
FileAverageNumber: 1 
DateStarted:   0    2002-04-24T09:44:11.342Z 
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DateStopped:   10   2002-04-24T09:44:12.438Z

The data files can be in either binary or ASCII formats. The default and recommended format is binary. 
The data file format consists of an array of records. 
Each record has the same format as described in the Data Socket section in either binary or ASCII. 
The time format is in ISO 8601 form and is in Universal time. 

8.4. Errors
A number of errors can occur during a processing run. The Astrofft process will report these to the client 
application, in the form of a message, and to the system logger where they will be appended to the file 
/var/log/messages. By default, errors that can be recovered from by losing some data, are handled by 
retrying the last data processing cycle. 

Error Handling Description
Capture Data 
Over run

Retry last 
average cycle 

If the host system cannot keep up with the rate of data coming from the 
ADC, a data over run error will occur. In this case the Astrofft process 
will ignore the last set of data from the ADC and restart the capture. No 
errors will be reported to the client application but a warning will be 
issued to the system logger.

Capture Data 
Timeout

Retry last 
average cycle 

If the software times out awaiting the next data set from the Capture a 
timeout will occur. 
In this case the Astrofft process will ignore the last set of data and restart
the capture. No errors will be reported to the client application but a 
warning will be issued to the system logger.

Capture 
board fail

Reboot ot 
replace ADC 
board

If one of the ADC boards is not present or fails.

Disk write 
error

Aborts current 
processing run 
with an error

If there is a failure when writing to the data files , the Astrofft process 
will abort the run with an error message to the Client application and 
system logger. Note that the run will be aborted at the start command if 
there is insufficient disk space available at that time.

8.5. Example Client Program
There is an example client program in the directory /usr/astrofft. This program, written in 'C', 
demonstrates how to connect to and control the astrofft process.

9. Performance
In a typical 125 MSps, real 4096 point FFT mode the system will use about 40% of two cores for the FFT
processing and about 30% of another core for ADC capture, offset and data path processing. This leaves 3
real cores fairly free in the system. Increasing the FFT size does not affect the performance by much. 
Reducing the FFT size to 1024 does increase CPU usage a bit due to the faster buffer processing needed.

10. Hardware
The system uses a Dell R340 with an Intel Xeon E-2276G 3.8GHz, AVX2, 12M cache, 6C/12T CPU with
32 GBytes of RAM and with 2 x 1 TByte disks in a software RAID configuration.
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An Advantech PCIE-1840 4 x 16bit channel, 125 MSps ADC board is used to capture the signal data 
streams.

We have based this design on using external, off the shelf, BNC to BNC anti-aliasing filters that provide -
40 dB attenuation at the Nyquist frequency using two in series on each of the two polarisation channels. 
We are unsure of the effective low-pass filtering of the telescopes front end circuits but we believe the 
additional -40 dB of these BNC filters is likely to be enough for the signal quality needed.

11. System Installation
The OS used on the system is Rocky8 8.6 Linux. This is a Redhat8 clone. The Rocky8 was installed in 
the conventional manner from a USB drive. The system was installed using RAID1 partitions on the two 
1 TByte ATA hard disk drives. The following partitions were created on both drives:

1 1M BIOS boot
2 2G Linux filesystem /boot
3 100G Linux RAID /
4 16G Linux swap
5 811G Linux RAID /data

At the time of install the systems was version 8.6 with the 4.18.0-372.16.1.el8_6.x86_64 kernel.

One the system was installed the beamRockySetup.sh script was run to set it up. The core part of this is to
add some package repositories and install some extra packages:
# KDE/Plasma install
dnf install -y epel-release epel-release
dnf config-manager --add-repo https://portal.beam.ltd.uk/dist/centos8/beamExtra.repo
dnf config-manager --set-enabled powertools
dnf group install -y "KDE Plasma Workspaces" "base-x"
…
After this the Advantech driver and libraries were installed followed by the astrofft package.

The beamRockySetup.sh installs the KDE/Plasma desktop environment as well as the standard Gnome 
desktop environment so either can be used on the Astrofft host. Note that there is no need to use a desktop
GUI on the Astrofft host at all as it can easily be used from other network hosts.

12. Advantech Driver Installation
The astrofft package includes the necessary Advantech include files and shared libraries for operation. 
But the Linux kernel driver also need installing. We have produced a pcie1840-driver RPM packages 
based on the Advantech driver sources for this. This has to be built for the Linux kernel it needs to work 
with. The RPM package name includes the Linux kernel version.

To install use “dnf install pcie1840-driver” or manually install the RPM. The SRPM of this driver is 
available to rebuild for a particular kernel version and it is in the astrofft GIT sources.

It is also possible to use the Advantech install package if desired. This can be downloaded from their 
website. To install this the linux_driver_source_4.0.4.0_64bit.run install file needs to be obtained and 
executed using sh as root.

Note that if the systems Linux kernel is updated the Advantech driver will need to be reinstalled as it 
needs to be rebuilt for the newer kernel.
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To save update issues stopping the system from working, we have excluded the Linux kernel packages 
from updates in /etc/dnf/dnf.conf by default. When you wish to update the kernel this line will need to be 
commented out prior to a “dnf update” and then the pcie1840-driver will need to be rebuilt for it.

13. Astrofft Software installation
This is packaged as a RPM package. To install, assuming the remote repositories are setup, simply run 
“dnf install astrofft”. To update run “dnf update astrofft”. The package can also be installed from its RPM
package file.

One installed the astrofft daemon can be enabled with “systemctl enable astrofft” and started manually 
with “systemctl start astrofft”.

The Astrofft software can also be installed on Rocky8/Redhat8 client systems so they can be used to 
control the system.

14. Future Work
1. The ADC board can perform interleaved sampling on its input channels. With this it can perform 

as a 4 x channel 125 MSps ADC, a 2 x channel 250 MSps ADC ot a 1 x channel 400 MSps ADC. 
However there would be signal artefacts due to the amplitude differences between the ADCs and 
timings. We would have to look at if using the ADC in these modes could be useful.

2. With some searching a single BNC to BNC anti-aliasing filter with better targeting of the roll-off 
frequencies and perhaps a higher attenuation slope could be obtained and/or a custom LC filter or 
programmable (relays ?)  designed and built.

3. There is a PGA on each ADC input channel that can offer a few different input gains. These could 
be made programmable if wanted.

4. We could scale the Analogue and FFT outputs to be in a +-1.0 range for analogue and an up to 1.0 
power magnitude for the FFT bins if desired.

5. We can probably allow non binary FFT sizes if wanted.
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